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ABSTRACT
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The use of educational computer games in the context of the coronavirus pandemic is becoming
increasingly popular in the educational process when studying a variety of disciplines. And if
practical steps have been taken in this direction in technical, pedagogical, and some other
sciences, then there is a doctrinal and practical gap in the teaching of legal disciplines that needs
to be filled. The purpose of the study is to argue the prospects for the use of educational
computer games at law faculties, which makes it possible to more effectively assess students’
knowledge, as well as increase their motivation to actively participate in the educational process.
In the course of the study, methodology involved the theoretical and practical experience of
developing educational computer games in various academic disciplines was summarized, the
scientific literature and the existing practice of their use were analyzed, and the possible effect
of introducing educational computer games into the educational process at law faculties after
the development and implementation of such games in practice, including the first-generation
educational computer game developed by the authors, was modeled. The research findings
indicate formulation of a doctrinal concept of the use of educational computer games, identifies
three of their generations, and shows the features of the development and application of each
of them, including the author’s experience in developing a training computer game by right of
the first generation. The authors analyzed the technical problems associated with the
development of educational computer games and suggested ways to solve them. The authors’
proposals can be used by universities in any country to interact with game design studios to
develop educational games.
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INTRODUCTION
The coronavirus pandemic which has caused huge human losses and serious losses for the economies of
most countries of the world has also spurred long-standing discussions about the ways and means of
digitalizing education. The essence of this problem is significantly broader than the issues of preserving the
health of students or solving the technical issues of organizing training on various Internet platforms (Zoom,
Teams, etc.). Modern higher education in Russia and many other post-Soviet countries have faced a more
serious systemic crisis, associated with a sharp drop in the attractiveness of higher education for young
people and their parents (Erokhina, 2016; Sushchenko, 2016). According to sociologists,
“the percent of Russian parents who want to send their children to universities has fallen by half in
ten years. When asked where their children will continue their education after school, one in five
parents (21%) said that this will be secondary vocational education. In 2010, only 8% of the
respondents chose this answer option. In 2021, 43% of the parents said that their children would
Copyright © 2022 by authors; licensee CEDTECH by Bastas, CY. This article is an open access article distributed under the
terms and conditions of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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go to university after school. In 2010, there were 80% of such parents, in 2015–55%, and 2020–48%”
(Proshina, 2021).
Accordingly,
“in 2021, this answer has been given by 5% fewer respondents than in 2020. There has not been
such a sharp drop in the popularity of universities since 2016. Another 2% of parents said that their
children would go to work after school (the same percentage was in 2010), and the rest of the school
graduates have not decided yet” (Proshina, 2021).
The continuation of this trend will inevitably lead to the reduction in the number of universities and their
graduates and will reduce the number of highly qualified specialists necessary for the development of the
economy, social sphere, culture, and other vital sectors of public life. Undoubtedly, this problem is caused by
a complex set of factors (economic, political, etc.), whose full analysis goes beyond the scope of the goals and
objectives of this paper. Meanwhile, one of these reasons is the archaic organization of the educational
process, which has not changed in Russia since the mid-XIX century, limited only to the class-and-lesson
system, which is not interesting for young people.
One of the options for the form of knowledge transfer moving away from the familiar to the older
generation of teachers, to the one which is understandable and interesting for young people in the
development and implementation of educational computer games on law in the educational process. In this
case, the training process will take the form of a computer game familiar to student youth (18-25 years old),
but its content will meet the requirements of the state standards, and serve the purpose of mastering the
serious theoretical and practical material.
Thus, the purpose of the study is to substantiate the need for theoretical development and subsequent
practical implementation of such a manifestation of digitalization as the development of educational
computer games. In the article, the authors prove the advantages of using this method of assessing students’
knowledge at university law faculties, trends and prospects for the development of educational computer
games in law (from a relatively simple first generation to the second and third, requiring more in-depth study,
both in terms of teaching methods and new technical solutions of game design studios). The article also
analyzes the importance of educational computer games in responding to new challenges facing modern
higher education, and possible technical solutions that contribute to the development of educational games.
Given the scale and complexity of this problem, the authors do not pretend to its final solution, and therefore
offer two main theses for discussion: firstly, a discussion of the importance of computer training games for
the educational process of law faculties, and, secondly, they propose to discuss their developments in this
area, their applicability to the assessment of students’ knowledge of environmental law, the possibility of
using the first generation of computer training games for all academic disciplines in law.

LITERATURE REVIEW
The problem of using digital technologies in the higher education system has long been of interest to
scientists around the world, including the Russian Federation. At the same time, one of the most discussed
issues in the scientific literature is the problem of the terminology used. Thus, Kovtunenko (2019) draws
attention to the efficiency and comfort of providing information and communication services. Moskalyuk
(2019) suggests considering the processes of digitalization of education in the context of the labor market
transformation and the need to replace the methodological base of training, which will allow to form the skills
and abilities of school children and students that are currently in demand.
Burlutskiy (2020) points out the importance of creating the Internet environment, the need to improve
digital literacy, use digital technologies, digitalize the processes of organizing the educational process and
testing knowledge, and create digital content. No less interesting is the opinion that the digitalization of
education is the introduction of the distance learning technologies and other elements of distance learning
(Loginova et al., 2020) into educational processes, while the emphasis on technologies is now very widespread
in the scientific doctrine when discussing this issue (Yuzhakov & Efremov, 2018).
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Recognizing the scientific value of the above points of view of Russian scientists, it should still be noted
that they focus only on the formal aspects of digitalization of education, namely, the development of distance
technologies, improving digital literacy, as well as some other technical and methodological aspects of the
problem. A critical analysis of the above points of view allow us to conclude that the digitalization of education
involves not only a formal but also a meaningful change in ideas about the trajectories of further development
of education. This means the formation of a fundamentally new model for the provision of educational
services, facing the student. Such an approach will mean taking into account the current lifestyle of young
people, abandoning outdated teaching methods, forming new competencies for students at law faculties to
process and generalize huge information flows, without which they will not be able to work effectively in the
new changed digital world. This is the main content characteristic of the digitalization of education, both in
Russia and in other countries of the world.
The Russian government had a general understanding of this trend even before the coronavirus
pandemic, which was reflected in both the regulatory documents and the scientific doctrine. In particular, the
works of Dneprovskaya (2018) analyzed the trends of providing the universities with computers and Internet
access, stated the problem of automation of administrative and educational processes. Other authors, even
before the pandemic, drew attention to the insufficient qualifications of university teachers in terms of
information technology (Sayapina, 2020) demanded the changes in the content and organization of
educational courses, and improved the quality of administrative and educational processes (Kivarina et al.,
2018).
Even before the pandemic, there was a clear understanding that in the twenty-first century, the main value
is not the natural resources, but human capital, which consists of three components: the capital of education,
health, and culture (Popov & Popova, 2018). Accordingly, education can also act as a source of economic
growth. However, even in this case, the statement of individual shortcomings in the field of digital qualification
of teachers, automation of educational processes, or lack of computers at universities is a rather superficial
look at the problem under consideration. It seems that the introduction of modern digital technologies into
the educational process at law faculties should take place in stages, and if we are talking about educational
computer games, then also voluntarily. It is necessary to create material or moral incentives for teachers who
have decided to organize their implementation, and only in this case, the expected effect will be obtained.

METHODOLOGY
Speaking of methodology, it should be noted that the scientific literature pays great attention to the use
of computer games in the learning process in kindergarten (Shchelkunova & Kalmykova, 2016), school
(Shirinkina & Lobasheva, 2020), as well as individual (non-legal) academic disciplines of the universitymathematics, foreign languages, computer science, and some others (Bodrova & Trubaichuk, 2012;
Gizutdinova & Razumova, 2018; Shabalina, 2010). This experience of practical implementation of educational
computer games in the educational process has been studied in detail by the authors, however, it should be
noted that in each of these disciplines there is a very significant specificity of the preparation of such games
(both in terms of the scenario and theoretical or practical skills to be developed/controlled following the plan
of the game developers). In this regard, it should be noted that the lack of experience in the implementation
of educational computer games at the law faculties of the Russian Federation suggests that this experience
has not been in demand today and has been translated into practical terms. The authors tried to do this first,
using some methodological ideas of representatives of other branches of scientific knowledge and offering
many didactic and technical solutions for the first time.
Concluding this section, we note that during the writing of the article, scientific works and practical
developments of representatives of technical sciences related to the development of computer engines and
programs used to create computer games were used (Sanders, 2017; Shaidurov, 2018; Tazabekov &
Buzhinskaya, 2020). However, in all the works that were used in writing this article, it was either about the
development of entertainment games or about the features of using computer engines and programs,
without taking into account the specifics of the learning factor, which is the basis of the computer games
offered by the authors by right. Thus, these developments were used by us only in the part that was relevant
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to the subject of our research. It was not possible to find directly scientific articles and monographs that would
reveal this aspect of computer technology in Russian libraries and the Internet.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The announcement in March 2020 of the transition of Russian higher education to a distance education
system in connection with the pandemic showed that neither the education authorities nor the teachers and
students were ready for a sharp change in the usual formats of educational activities. Nevertheless, in the
shortest possible time, all law faculties of the country were transferred to the remote form of work using
Moodle, Zoom, and Teams platforms; the development of new methodological support began, and there was,
although painful (from the point of view of psychology), but still constructive development of the new
opportunities for digital education. In the conditions when the peak of the pandemic in Russia has passed
(the spring of 2021), a return to the previous “pre-COVID format” of teaching has not even been discussed.
The universities have retained the remote form of lectures, returned students to the classroom for seminars
(while maintaining the face mask mode), while during the seminars it is possible to use certain elements of
remote work that hasn’t existed before (for example, the ability to solve law tests on the Moodle platform).
However, the main outcome of the pandemic has been the continuation of the discussion of the strategy
for the development of higher legal education in the following aspects:
1. Even before the pandemic, the digital technologies for drawing up certain types of civil contracts began
to be implemented in Russia, which led to a discussion about the possible death of the legal profession.
Meanwhile, it should be about changing the set of competencies of the graduate required by the
employer (the skills of communicating with the public authorities on the Internet, the skills of online
filing of various claims, applications, and appeals, the skills of consulting citizens using the digital
platforms Zoom or Teams, the ability to use a digital signature and knowledge of the basics of cyber
security, the ability to conclude smart contracts, maintain online registers, etc.).
2. There is a change in the format of teaching; students have access to lectures and other developments
of teachers. This is another consequence of moving away from the outdated format of the classroom
system and expanding the skills of independent work of students but requires strengthening the legal
protection of the copyright of developers of ordinary textbooks (training aids), as well as online
programs and courses. This will be especially important when the universities conclude agreements
on network interaction and data exchange.
3. It is necessary to introduce in all Russian universities the procedures which are common in some
countries for determining individual trajectories of students’ education, to ensure their real choice of
the subjects they study, to develop an interdisciplinary approach and to develop special training
courses that reflect the specifics of modern digital technologies. This will reduce the cost of training
but will require additional costs for the digital training of teachers and the purchase of equipment.
4. Finally, one of the manifestations of the new strategy for the development of higher education in the
field of digital technologies is the development of educational computer games that allow both
improving the assessment of students’ knowledge and developing some useful digital skills and
abilities.

Meaning & Classification of Educational Computer Games (Serious & Entertaining Games)
The traditional games have existed among all the peoples of the world throughout the history of mankind,
playing a key role in the development of the national education systems. However, the 21st century has given
rise to a new mechanism of interaction between the human and the game, which was caused by the digital
revolution. The advent of the digital revolution brought with it computer technology, which quickly became
open to a large part of humanity (although the problems of the digital divide and inequality persist to this
day). The new generation of the Internet games that followed these technologies soon offered new, engaging
ways for people of all ages, genders, cultures, and races to communicate and interact around the world. As a
result, the global computer game market was estimated at the US $162.32 billion in 2020 and is projected to
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reach US $295.63 billion by 20261. In the most general form, the classification of computer games can include
entertaining and serious games. Serious games are games for teaching and learning different disciplines. A
serious game that is used in the educational process is also called an “educational game”. The differences
between serious and entertaining games are that serious games are focused on solving an important social
task, contain thoughtful elements of learning, and contribute to the development of practical skills or the
consolidation (verification) of the acquired knowledge. Serious games can be used in a wide variety of sectors
of public life, allowing you to simulate and “play” a variety of life situations, from school education to business
and military affairs. It should be agreed that serious computer games allow students to very efficiently learn
new educational material excitingly, acquire the necessary skills, and consolidate the existing knowledge
(Duminsh & Zaitseva, 2016; Turpak, 2016). As noted by Ahmad and Jaafar (2012), eight of the eleven studies
conducted showed that the quality of knowledge is better in game-based learning, while the other three
studies did not reveal a significant difference. Seven of the eight studies of the student interest in learning
suggest a preference for games by students (Ahmad & Jaafar, 2012). The results of these studies are also
directly related to higher legal education, in which the goal of a training computer game should be to take
advantage of the usual form of information and leisure activities for young people to acquire the learning
skills necessary for a modern lawyer, as well as to test the acquired legal knowledge.
The advantages of serious games are the possibility of solving real legal problems in a virtual form, learning
through taking risky decisions, and immediate feedback. The prospects of the computer industry, including
graphic design (Bulander, 2010), depend on the development of serious games. However, this is where certain
difficulties arise. The development of such a game focused not on a standard computer or laptop, but on a
mobile phone, presents a certain difficulty for the game designer, since the capabilities of mobile devices are
limited in terms of memory, screen size, input, or control interfaces, which can create obstacles to the usability
of the phone for such a game. Another obstacle is that at the moment in the world of social science, the
discussion about the dangers and benefits of computer games for young people does not stop. On the one
hand, it is recognized that computer games can contribute to the development of intellectual skills; it is an
excellent means of spending leisure time and preparing young people to become successful workers and
citizens in the twenty-first century. On the other hand, the representatives of the older generation reasonably
believe that the excessive interest in computer games can contribute to the growth of consumer sentiment,
occupy too much attention of school children and students, and even contribute to the growth of aggression
and violence among young people (Williamson, 2009).
According to the authors, regardless of the current state of this discussion, the development of digital
technologies in the education system of any country is inevitable, since modern students have grown up with
laptops, iPhones, tablets, and want to use this everyday technology, including in the learning process. This
desire also meets the interests of the state, which strives to build the most efficient and modern model of
higher education. Therefore, the higher education system will inevitably change, primarily as a result of the
introduction of modern digital technologies. Meanwhile, in the scientific literature that studies the use of
computer games in the educational process, a lot of publications deal with their role and significance in school
or at the preschool level. Much attention is also paid to the possibility of using computer games in teaching
foreign languages as well as individual academic disciplines (mathematics, computer science, etc.). At the
same time, the possibilities of using computer games in the course of teaching legal disciplines have not
received proper doctrinal research and practical testing.

Development of the “First Generation” Educational Computer Game: Problems & Prospects
The simplest model of a learning computer game on law involves testing in an academic discipline (for
example, environmental law) not just in the form of solving a test on a computer screen, but in an original
game form. The use of such technologies will increase the student’s motivation to study a particular academic
discipline, diversify the educational process, promote better assimilation of the material, turn the student
from an observer into a direct participant in the educational relations, and allow the formation of some useful
legal skills. The development of educational computer games, in addition to directly solving the problems of
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Gaming market–Growth, trends, COVID-19 impact, and forecasts (2021-2026). https://www.mordorintelligence.com/
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mastering (or controlling) legal skills, also solves several auxiliary tasks related to creating an emotional
atmosphere favorable for learning, removing psychological barriers to learning, improving communication
among students, as well as with the teacher, is an important source of self-education skills which are
necessary for a lawyer. To date, of all types of computer games, the most promising ones, in terms of
achieving the goals and objectives of teaching students at law faculties, is an adventure game (quest).
Quests as one of the main genres of intellectual adventure computer games appeared in the second half
of the 70s of the last century and enjoyed popularity throughout the next decade. They are an interactive
story with the main character, controlled by a player or several players, who must find solutions to the tasks,
set in unexpected situations to achieve the goal. Mental tasks in ordinary computer games-quests are a puzzle
with different solutions. For pedagogical purposes, this genre has attracted attention by the fact that in the
course of the game, its participants acquire certain knowledge and skills, gradually completing certain
problem tasks (Gafiullina, 2018).
The most promising model for the first stage of the introduction of computer games in the Russian
educational space (including at law faculties) is the quest model associated with the assessment and control
of the student’s knowledge, which is easiest to organize by conducting a final (test and exam) or intermediate
testing in the form of a game (which is very important in the context of distance learning). Creating computer
games that allow you to simulate complex group actions is a matter for the future. Guided by such
considerations, the authors of the paper attempted to develop a training computer game on environmental
law, during which they encountered the following problems:
1. The preparation of a legally significant game scenario. For the success of an educational computer
game, it is necessary to “create a legend, a story equipped with the dramatic plots that accompany the
learning process. This helps to create a sense of belonging, contribution to the common cause, and the
interest in achieving educational goals” (Polyakova & Kozlov, 2015). Based on this, the authors have
developed the following storyline, which has legal significance.
The first part of the game is a Prologue. This is an introductory level that explains the plot, the basics
of character management, and the goals facing the player. Developed by the authors educational
computer game begins with a screen saver about how a student Ivanov (Appendix A) witnessed an
environmental crime–illegal logging by a group of persons by prior agreement.
The second (main) part of the game is that the student decides to report this violation of the
environmental legislation to the environmental Prosecutor’s Office. To do this, he/she must climb three
routes to the 30th floor of a large house, while three offenders will be waiting for him on each floor
and ask him questions in the form of tests. If the answer is correct, the player goes up one floor, if it is
incorrect, he is dropped one floor down. The number of incorrect answers is limited (no more than 10).
The maximum duration of the game is 45 minutes.
The third (final) part of the game. If a student reaches the 30th floor and informs the environmental
prosecutor (his appearance is shown in Appendix B) about the illegal logging, he will receive a reward
(the prosecutor presents him with a certificate of honor “The Defender of the Forest” and informs him
that he has passed the test).
The final shot is of three fairy-tale delinquent characters sitting behind bars. If the student fails to reach
the 30th floor (more than 10 mistakes or the time expires), a plot with a logging truck leaving for the
border appears on the screen. The number of the test questions is 90, with four possible answers in
each. This number is because the computer game assumes 30 floors, with three questions for each
floor. Here is a typical example of such a question: Permits for emissions and dumping of radioactive
substances are issued by ...
a. The Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Russian Federation
b. The Federal Service for Supervision of Natural Resources
c. The Federal Service for Environmental, Technological, and Nuclear Supervision
d. The Ministry of Civil Defense, Emergencies and Disaster Relief of the Russian Federation
2. Ideally, the three ways up for the positive hero of the quest should differ in the degree of complexity
of the test questions (each floor has more complex test questions), but in the first version of the
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training computer game currently being developed, this has not yet been done. The introduction of
this parameter will be made later, as receive the information about the results of the students’ game
testing. The importance of this complication of the task of organizing the testing in a computer game
lies in the fact that the analysis of its results is the most important “feedback”, allowing you to
determine which topics of the training course were learned by the students better or worse, and then
make some adjustments to them. At the same time, an additional option used in various games with a
hint to the student (if he/she cannot give the correct answer, h/she can ask for the “negotiations”,
during which the game character can lead him to the correct answer or even count a partially correct
answer) (Virvou et al., 2018) does not seem to be a very successful solution in given case, since at this
level of complexity of educational games, such a strategy will lead to a decrease in the efficiency of
evaluating the students’ knowledge, put them in an unequal position, and make it difficult to evaluate
objectively.
The latter circumstance has long been in the focus of attention of the developers and users of
educational computer games, being part of a more complex problem-evaluating the efficiency of such
games. In the world of educational science, attempts have already been made to build a certain rating
scale that allows teachers to choose only good games for use in their classes. In this regard, various
authors proposed to focus on the categories of pleasure (from the game of students), usability, the
achievement of learning goals and objectives (through the knowledge assessment), and some others.
Oguz (2012), in particular, offers 51 points for evaluating the efficiency of educational computer games
in three categories: the achievement of learning goals, fun, and usability.
In terms of usability evaluation, the most popular method is the method of testing and verifying the
quality of the game (the heuristic evaluation). This method involves the game experts (3 to 5 people)
checking the interface design for compliance with the established principles of the game quality to
identify the potential problems of its use. This method can be cost-effective and should be carried out
at an early stage of the game design. He suggests that the experts inspect an unfinished game when
the game prototype is not ready yet. This method will save you from future problems with the use of
the game, but at the same time, it is quite expensive, time-consuming, and resource-intensive (Nur
Marissa & Roslina, 2019).
With the Russian reality, its use is currently impossible because there are almost no developers of
training computer games in the field of law in the country, and it will be difficult to provide a highquality expert assessment. It follows that for the assessment of the first level of educational computer
games, the most effective in the Russian conditions will be two main criteria–pleasure (a
comprehensive assessment of the game by students–the interface of the game, the correctness of the
test questions, the presence/absence of the program failures during the game, etc.), as well as the
degree of achievement of the learning goals (checked by analyzing the correct and incorrect answers
of the students, which entails either adjusting the seminar plans, developing new learning tasks, or
clarifying the questions and answers of the test itself if their ambiguity is found out).

Development of Educational Computer Games on the Law of the Second Generation: A
Doctrinal Approach
The next level of development of educational computer games in the future will be the development of
the 2nd generation of games for law students, which involve not a single, but collective action. If in the
previous generation, the player passes all the tasks alone, then within the framework of this game, three
players must perform actions synchronized in time and space. The plot of this game is that three
entrepreneurs need to get a lease on a land plot and a permit to build a shopping center on the outskirts of
the city. To do this, they apply to the city administration (city hall) but face bureaucratic obstacles. To overcome
them, they must perform some actions.
The game begins with three players running up to a wall (the speed of their movement is set by a computer
program), on which five types of tasks are placed (a total of 10 walls, each type of task is presented twice). The
first type of task is the tests on land law. Each player has their test question. As a sample, you can offer the
following option:
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1. When renting a land plot that is in state or municipal ownership for a period of more than ... the lessee
of the land plot has the right, within the term of the land plot lease agreement, to transfer his rights
and obligations under this agreement to a third party, without the consent of the lessor, subject to his
notification.
a. one year
b. two years
c. five years (correct answer)
d. ten years
Accordingly, if one of the players answers incorrectly, then all three fail one level lower, and if all three
answers are correct (the time to think about the answer is limited to 15 seconds), then the players move to
the next level of the game. At this level, a crossword puzzle opens for each of the players, in which they must
fill in the empty windows. As an example of a question, we can offer the following: What is the name of the
system of the state supervision of the land fund status? (the correct answer is monitoring). If the cells are
filled correctly, the players move to the third level, where each of them opens a table (two columns, five rows).
The task is to choose which of the five authorities listed in the left column reports to the bolded executive
authority listed in the right column (for example, the Ministry of Natural Resources and Ecology reports to the
Government of the Russian Federation). To answer the question, the player clicks on a special arrow. The
fourth level of this game involves working with maps or other graphical objects. For example, the player must
choose from three drawings the one where the easement is shown. Finally, at the fifth level of difficulty, the
player runs up to the big screen, where he is shown a film or news clip, and he must give a legal assessment
of the plot he saw (for example, the qualify the actions of the film hero as a criminal act of damage to the
land). Such “digital stories” (short videos) have been frequently used in the social sciences since the early 90s,
improving educational communication (Rozanova, 2020).
Within this group of educational computer games in the field of law of the 2 levels of difficulty, there can
be two types of plot. In one of them, described above, three players move with the speed set by the program,
and at the same time solve one type of task. The second model of the game assumes that each player moves
along their trajectory, entering different rooms (something like it is done in the game Among Us), and
independently chooses one or more questions of varying degrees of difficulty. And if all three players have
scored the required number of points in 2 minutes, they move to the next level. In other words, you can
answer 10 tests in two minutes and score the required number of points, or you can watch 1 film clip and
score the same amount. Each player chooses their strategy (they can agree on this in advance). However, if
the total number of points is not enough (for example, one of the players made a mistake), - all fall to the level
below. The advantages of both versions of such a team game are that it allows you to form the skill of
overcoming difficulties, the ability to communicate in a team, the skill of social interaction. This allows you to
develop logical thinking, more deeply study the academic discipline (in our case, “land law”) so as not to let
your friends down, promotes hand coordination, visual perception, and memory, organizational skills,
develops the ability to make quick decisions.

Prospects for the Development of Educational Computer Games on the Right of the Third
Generation
The third generation of educational computer games is business simulation games, which involve
simulating real legal situations (for example, court sessions), which is more effective than using computer
games only for knowledge assessment. The business game is based on an imitation model of real professional
activity. The participants of the game in the simulated conditions are assigned roles and perform the specified
actions following the instructions. By solving the problems inherent in the situation, the players acquire the
subject knowledge. This method has shown positive results in the teaching of university disciplines, since
“the game form of classes and the use of various elements of the game contribute to the
development of the educational and cognitive activity of students, increase attention, mobilize
efforts aimed at solving problems, allowing you to feel a sense of success and believe in your
strength” (Karauylbaev, 2012).
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About the conditions of Russian law faculties, this type of computer game involves simulating a court
session for the consideration of a civil case, and here a certain difficulty is the selection of an educational task.
One of the possible options here may be the plot of the case related to the legalization of unauthorized
construction.
This choice is because, for the legalization of an arbitrarily erected real estate object, a complex of
procedural actions is required, related to the appointment of the expert examinations, the interrogation of
witnesses, the application of various petitions, etc. (Goryushin, 2020). All this will allow us to provide the
necessary level of complexity and variability of the consideration of this case. As a result, the process can
develop in several possible directions, and at each subsequent stage, the number of new options for the
development of the events will only increase. However, only one decision can be correct, all the others will be
wrong for a particular player. At the same time, it is very important to lay down such an option that even if
you move along the wrong path, the player will be able to “jump” to the correct trajectory. The options for the
development of the events are presented in Appendix C. When preparing such a game, the experience of the
developers of the game “Detroit: Become Human” can be taken into account, in which each of the acting
characters has their storyline, and depending on the decisions made by the players during the game, the
further development of the exciting plot is determined2.
In given case, three students will participate as players–a representative of the defendant (a citizen who
erected the unauthorized building without the permission of the government), the plaintiff (a local
government body demanding the demolition of the building), and the judge who decides on the case. The
choice of this category of cases makes it easier for the game developers, since there are quite a lot of such
cases in the judicial practice of Russia, and there are serious scientific studies of various aspects of their
hearing. In the future, when developing this type of educational computer game of the 3rd generation, it will
be advisable to plan the use of virtual computer helmets (or glasses), which have their specifics. Virtual reality
is one of the directions of further development of electronic learning tools and means the technology of
immersing the user in a three-dimensional (3D) interactive environment of the studied phenomenon
(process), with the ability to interact with other objects in the virtual environment (Goncharova et al., 2017;
Yadrovskaya, 2015). These technologies of “immersion in the environment” are already widely used in sports,
physics, medicine, military affairs, and other sectors.
The implementation of this technology will allow students to recapture the very atmosphere of the court
session, provide a sense of a real “participation effect”, the opportunity to see the audience and read various
documents, but today its implementation is difficult for the technical and financial reasons (Ablyaev et al.,
2016).

Technical Problems of Developing Educational Computer Games on Law & Ways to Solve
Them
At the moment, the authors of the paper are developing a training computer game of the 1st generation
(“The Defender of the Forest”), since others require too much time and effort. When preparing this type of
computer game, the authors were faced with the question of what kind of engine will be used in it. Among
the most promising options were three engines: CryEngine developed by the company “Crytek”, Unity
developed by the company “Unity Technologies” and Unreal Engine 4 of the company “Epic Games”. The
authors studied each of them, trying to figure out which engine would suit our game best.
The authors gave up on the idea of using CryEngine almost immediately, because there is too little
documentation for this engine, and it is the least suitable for a small development team. In addition, it had
some performance issues that made it unsuitable for small projects; its toolset looks cumbersome compared
to all available competitors, and its gameplay structure is extremely inflexible. In addition to all this, recently
Crytek has stopped paying enough attention to providing documentation or training resources for the
development of its community, and most of the available information about its engine is outdated. As a result,

2
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using this type of game engine by a small team, with almost no help from more experienced colleagues (or
advice on the forum), to discuss creating our game with this set of tools, would not have led us to success.
In this situation, the authors decided to turn to the option with the Unity (Ershov, 2020; Shaidurov, 2018)
engine. Unity is a professional multi-platform 3D game engine and integrated powerful game editor for
creating games; it resembles a game designer, as it is an editing environment with a user-friendly interface
(Tazabekov & Buzhinskaya, 2020).
This engine initially seemed very preferable to us, especially given the huge audience of developers and
forums with its discussion, excellent documentation, and low entry threshold. However, with a deeper study
of this issue, the authors still came to the conclusion that this engine is most suitable for creating small 2D
games, and the greatest bias in this engine can be traced towards mobile games, and our goal was a fullfledged 3D computer game. In addition, to use Unity, you need to know the C# programming language, which
the authors have not yet mastered at the proper level.
As a result, for the development of our educational computer game of the 1st generation “The Defender
of the Forest”, the authors chose Unreal Engine 4 (Sanders, 2017), whose first modification was created by
Epic Games in 1998. It was one of the first game engines with excellent functionality: it combined a graphics
engine, a physics engine, artificial intelligence, file and network system management, and a ready-made
development environment for games. Given the level of performance of most computers at that time, the
developers somewhat simplified a number of elements of the engine: a collision detection system, the
network code, a controller code for the player. Using the Blueprints (Tran, 2017) system in the game3.
Blueprints is a visual programming system based on the Unreal Engine 4 engine, which does not use a single
line of code. This system is a quick way to both create game prototypes and be able to make and finish a fullfledged project using only the specified system. Instead of writing a line-by-line code, you can do everything
visually: drag the nodes, set their properties in the interface, and connect their “wires” (we displayed this
problem in Appendix D).
In addition to quickly prototyping the game, Blueprints also makes it easier for non-programmers to create
scripts. It is also very valuable to be able to use the engine for free until the game starts to bring a significant
profit. The fact is that starting from May 13, 2020, the company “Epic Games” officially announced the refusal
of its part of the royalties for the games developed on Unreal Engine 4, until the developers earn their first
income of $1 million. Finally, the choice of this particular engine (Unreal Engine 4) was because it offers highquality visual effects immediately as a default, while, for example, the Unity game engine–although it can
create high-quality visual effects–requires much more work to ensure that the graphics quality is close to the
same level as on Unreal Engine 4. But even then, the quality will not always be as high.

Recommendations for the Development of the Use of Educational Computer Games
1. The use of educational computer games cannot be the main means of learning–it only complements
the traditional forms and methods.
2. The introduction of games in the educational process allows you to solve several tasks: to check
(control) knowledge; to form the skill of working in a group, responsibility and mutual assistance; to
learn how to make the right legal decisions in a game situation as close as possible to practice.
3. The development of educational computer games should be based on the following principles: the
interaction of players; the correlation of the complexity of tasks to the knowledge of students; the
development of the game design that meets the requirements of students; the providing of feedback;
the recognition of characters; the clear instructions on the goals and objectives of the game, its
practical orientation.
4. It is very important when developing educational computer games in the field of law to think through
the drama-the scenario of the game, which should be based on the national cultural and legal
traditions, meet the mentality of the student players, and be developed based on modern learning
theories (Amory, 2003).

3

Visual Script Blueprint. https://docs.unrealengine.com/en-US/ProgrammingAndScripting/Blueprints/index.html
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5. In contrast to the development of commercial games that take into account the gender, experience, or
age of the player (Ibrahim et al., 2017) in our case it does not matter in principle.
6. According to the scope of application of training games, it is necessary to distinguish between
certification (verification, test), production games (simulating trials and other practical legal situations),
research games (involving the development of conceptual strategies and solutions).
7. It is unacceptable to use the elements of violence (shooters) or gambling when developing training
games (for example, to make a training game in the form of a casino game, awarding points for correct
answers to questions).

CONCLUSIONS
The coronavirus pandemic that hit the world in 2020-2022 divided the development of the education
system into “before” and “after”. To preserve the health of teachers and students, most universities in the
world were forced to dramatically switch to new digital standards in the education system. At the same time,
in different countries and universities in the “pre-crisis period”, different successes were achieved on this path,
and different strategies for the development of digital technologies were developed.
Even during the pandemic, the discussions among experts inevitably intensified about what new digital
technologies are required for distance learning of students, what their efficiency is, and how to further
improve them. Admittedly, one of these technologies is the development of educational computer games in
the field of law, which in Russia is still at the very first stage of development (the discussion stage). At the same
time, there is already an interesting experience of using educational computer games in the field of learning
foreign languages, computer science, mathematics, and some school disciplines. This experience is of interest
both in the technical part and in solving didactic problems. Of all the genres of educational computer games
that exist today, we consider the use of the quest (adventure game) as the most promising. One of the first
such law games (“The Defender of the Forest”) is currently in development (Unreal Engine 4).The mass
development of such a modification of law games (for example, with the help of grants) will increase the
efficiency of seminars, since it involves greater involvement of students in the essence of the legal phenomena
and processes that are taking place, and gives them greater dynamics and efficiency, especially in the context
of distance learning. Even more preferable is the use of such games for taking credits. As the first modification
of educational computer games is introduced into pedagogical practice, it will be possible to develop their
second (group games related to solving educational problems) and third (trials, including using virtual
helmets) generations. The appearance of the last two types of educational computer games cannot happen
quickly due to several objective reasons–starting with the high cost of their development and ending with a
lot of technical difficulties, since their creation will require specific knowledge, both in the field of law and in
the field of game design. The development of this type of quest is only possible if there is long-term contact
between the representatives of legal science and the game industry. At the same time, difficulties are
inevitable with the development of a detailed scenario for such a game, a competent formulation of the
technical task (which must be executable). If such solutions are found, it will help to improve the image of the
university, increase its competitiveness, and attract a large number of applicants.
In the case of state recognition of such a direction of digitalization of legal education as promising, the
education authorities can prepare a framework strategy of actions that allows for the gradual implementation
and financing of this direction, with clear regulation of the goals, objectives, quality assessment and expected
consequences of its implementation.
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